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Animal Experiments are barbarically cruel & need to be abolished. 

In 2022 there are computer generated programs which humans can enter data to get the desired 

outcomes without the use of harming any living sentient species/beings. 

Animal experiments are a waste of tax payers money! 

No living being should be forced to endure such horrific physical or mental abuse, enslavement, 

entrapment at the hands of psychopathic humans. 

Computers programs are available now which fully replace the use of animal experiments! 

Treat others how you want you self to be treated. 

Modern technology replaces the Psycho Frankenstein Era. 

Enough is enough 

Ban All Animal Experiments accross the board from universities to medical/ 

cosmetic/psychology/army/pharmaceutical companies etc etc. 

There is No excuse for violence or cruelty on our earth towards any animal or human. 

We need to globally embrace kindness compassion and love! 

We are all here to share the planet in harmony. 

Please put an end to All Animal Experiments so they - the animals can live their lives without fear, 

terror, physical and mental abuses. 

The animals are innocent beings who deserve to be treated humanely instead of inhumanely! 

They feel love joy happiness pain and sadness like we do. They all have the same central nervous 

systems as we do & they have suffered excruciatingly painful procedures by humans who have 

inflicted these cruelties upon them without acknowledging how truly the animals suffer. 

How can we have animal cruelty laws for the general public yet have zero animal cruelty laws within 

government state run laboratories? 

Just ask yourselves - how would you feel if you were in their places in those awful laboratories??? 

There simply is no justification for violence of any kind in Australia. 

We must follow other countries who are ahead of us by choosing computer programs instead of 

harming innocent animals. 

Time to wake up from the deep sleep of ignorance of others pain & suffering. 

It’s time to End Animal Experiments! 

Please stop hurting our animal friends 

They deserve our protection 

Say NO to all forms of violence 

And Put an end to these ancient barbaric psychopathic practices - now! 

God is Love - and there is no love in laboratories- just pure evil - hell on earth for innocent animals. 



Practice Love and stop the violence, pain, terror, sufferings & killings. Please! 


